Error Analysis for Space-borne IPDA Lidar Measurement of Atmospheric CO2
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Introduction
CO2 is a long-lived trace gas which acts as the most important greenhouse to the global climate. A stringent precision of space-borne CO2 data, for example 1 ppm or better, is required to address the largest number of carbon cycle science questions. A high measurement
sensitivity and global covered observation is expected by space-borne IPDA (Integrated Path Differential Absorption) lidar which has been designed as the next generation measurement. A global simulation is used to investigate the sources of errors associated with the configurations of lidar system and
the environment parameters which could improve the investigation of CO 2 fluxes and distributions.

System error

Table 1 Instrument parameters for IPDA
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Theory
IPDA lidar method does not provide rangeresolved measurements, the information on the
vertical distribution of CO2 can be obtained
from examination of vertically weighted column
volume mixing ratio. The total column-weighted
dry air mixing ratio of CO2 is defined as the
equation.
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Reflectance error caused by difference reflectivity of on–
and off-line footprint at Amazon for four seasons.
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